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Design and Analysis of Mobility-Aware Clustering
Algorithms for Wireless Mesh Networks

Nizar Bouabdallah, Rami Langar, and Raouf Boutaba

Abstract—One of the major concerns in wireless mesh networks
(WMNs) is the radio resource utilization efficiency, which can be
enhanced by efficiently managing the mobility of users. To achieve
this, we propose in this paper the use of mobility-aware clustering.
The main idea behind WMN clustering is to restrict a major part
of the exchanged signaling messages due to the mobility of users
to a local area (i.e., inside a cluster). As such, less wireless links
are used by the signaling messages, which reduces the resources
occupied by a mobile user during its service and thus improves
the total network capacity. Through analytical models and simula-
tions, this work first identifies the cases where clustering is helpful.
Building on these results, we propose two clustering schemes that
take into consideration the mobility properties of the users in order
to improve the WMN performance. We prove that both schemes
can achieve significant gains in terms of radio resource utilization.
Specifically, we show that the first scheme fits better both large and
low-connected wireless mesh networks, whereas the second scheme
is more suitable for both small to moderate and highly connected
networks.

Index Terms—Clustering, mobility management, performance
analysis, radio resources, wireless mesh networks (WMNs).

I. INTRODUCTION

W IRELESS mesh networks (WMNs) have emerged re-
cently as a promising solution to support the increasing

demand for mobile wireless access to the Internet. A variety of
applications are expected to benefit from WMNs such as “com-
munity wireless networks” [1]–[3]. Typically, a WMN com-
prises static wireless mesh routers, also called access points
(APs). Each AP serves multiple mobile users and connects them
through multihop wireless routing to the wired network. The
mesh nodes connected directly to the wired network (i.e., con-
necting the WMN to the wired network) are called gateways.
They represent the traffic sinks and sources to the WMN.

As opposed to ad hoc networks, WMNs have a stable
topology, which changes occasionally due to AP failures or
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when new APs are added to the system. As a second main dis-
tinguishing feature from ad hoc networks, the communications
in WMNs are performed chiefly between the gateways and
their associated APs and not directly between arbitrary pairs of
mesh nodes.

In WMNs, two types of messages are exchanged between the
gateway and a mobile user: data and signaling messages. Specif-
ically, each time the mobile user moves to a new AP, it notifies
the gateway with its new location. These signaling messages are
relayed through multihop wireless links to the gateway. For con-
venience, we assume a multichannel WMN where interfering
links operate on different channels, enabling multiple parallel
transmissions. In order to achieve an efficient use of the radio
resources in such multihop wireless networks, we need to min-
imize the average number of links occupied by a mobile user
during its service (i.e., while exchanging both data and signaling
packets). Henceforth, we refer to this metric as the radio re-
source utilization (RRU) cost.

Reducing the RRU cost per user improves the utilization ef-
ficiency of the WMN resources and thus increases the number
of accepted subscribers to the WMN service. This means more
profits to the service provider from the existing infrastructure.
One way to achieve this is by means of clustering as demon-
strated in our study. Accordingly, the WMN is divided into a
set of virtual clusters, covering all the nodes in the network. In
each cluster, a node would serve as a clusterhead (CH). It oper-
ates as an intermediate node between the gateway and the APs
inside the cluster. With regard to the management operations,
the CH substitutes to the gateway inside the cluster and man-
ages the mobility of local users. As such, less wireless links are
used by the signaling messages, which reduces the RRU cost
and improves thus the total network throughput.

In this paper, we propose two clustering schemes in order to
minimize the RRU cost in WMNs. In the first scheme, called
Optimal Static Clustering (OSC), we assume that the clusters
are static and disjoint. In this case, we determine the optimal
cluster placement that minimizes the RRU cost by formulating
the placement problem as an integer linear program (ILP). In
the second scheme, called Distributed Clustering Algorithm for
Mesh networks (DCAM), the clusters may overlap. In this case,
the cluster placement is done in a distributed manner. Typically,
each AP calculates its own cluster when it acts as a CH. In
essence, the DCAM approach is proposed to alleviate the time
complexity entailed by the OSC approach due to the time-con-
suming resolution of the associated ILP problem. In this context,
the cases of OSC, classical WMNs (i.e., without clustering),
and the well-known distributed clustering algorithm (DCA) [4],
which is proposed originally for ad hoc networks, are used also
to develop baselines to which the DCAM improvements could
be compared since no clustering approach for mobility manage-
ment in the context of WMNs has been previously proposed in
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the literature. It is worth noting that in both OSC and DCAM
clustering schemes, we take into account the mobility proper-
ties of the users. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first
to introduce such constraint in the clustering process.

There are indeed several mobility-aware clustering al-
gorithms that have been proposed in the context of ad hoc
networks such as [4] and [5]. However, these works considered
the mobility of APs (i.e., either pure APs or mobile users
operating as APs) rather than that of ordinary mobile users.
The mobility of ordinary users, not serving as APs, was not
considered before.

To gauge the effectiveness of our proposals, a Markov-chain-
based model is developed to analyze the DCAM algorithm. In
the OSC case, the problem is formulated as an ILP. Building on
these models, we derive the expressions of RRU cost, registra-
tion updates cost, data delivery cost, and load balancing for both
cluster-based WMNs (using OSC, DCAM, and DCA methods)
and classical WMNs (i.e., without clustering, denoted by WC).
These results are also validated by simulations. We evaluate the
performance of our algorithms using both regular and arbitrary
meshed topologies under various mobility and traffic scenarios.
We first study the benefit of clustering in WMNs. Explicitly, we
identify the cases where clustering is useful. Then, we compare
the proposed clustering schemes.

II. RELATED WORK

Management of wireless multihop networks has been an ac-
tive research area in the last few years. Numerous proposals for
clustering and hierarchical routing schemes have been proposed
in the literature, essentially in the context of ad hoc networks
and more recently in the context of wireless sensor networks
(WSNs) and WMNs.

Clustering in ad hoc networks is introduced mainly to
efficiently handle the frequent network topological changes
due to ad hoc nodes mobility [4]–[13]. The main objective of
clustering has therefore been to adapt quickly to topological
changes, which occur only occasionally in WMNs. Designed
for ad hoc networks, these protocols are not suitable for typical
WMN applications for two main reasons, as explained in
the previous section: the static topologies of WMNs and the
different communication patterns.

In [4], the author presents a clustering algorithm for “quasi-
static” ad hoc networks, where nodes are static or moving at
a very low speed. The proposed scheme is more adapted to
the WMN environment. However, it is concerned with one-hop
clustering, which defeats the purpose of clustering in WMNs.

[5] proposes a cluster strategy for ad hoc networks that
forms clusters using criteria based directly on node mobility.
The algorithm dynamically organizes the nodes of an ad hoc
network into clusters where probabilistic bounds can be main-
tained on the availability of paths to cluster destinations over a
specific interval of time. Again, the main purpose of this clus-
tering scheme is to simplify the routing operations in such mo-
bile environment. Accordingly, the network is rearranged into
clusters following each change in the topology due to node mo-
bility. As before, this scheme is not appropriate for WMNs since
it is based on the mobility of APs, which are static in WMNs.

Other works [9], [10] proposed -hop clustering algorithms
in wireless ad hoc networks such that a node in any cluster is
at most hops away from the CH. The proposed schemes are

not restricted to one-hop clustering. However, the clusters have
the same radius , an additional constraint, which may lead to
unsatisfactory results regarding the RRU cost minimization.

Another clustering approach in mobile ad hoc networks,
based on graph theory, namely connected dominating set
(CDS), is used in [11]–[13]. In this approach, the objective
is to identify the smallest set of CHs that forms a CDS. This
problem is known in graph-theoretic terminology as Minimum
Connected Dominating Set (MCDS). Hence, by definition of a
CDS, each ad hoc node not included in the set of CHs has at
least one adjacent node belonging to the CH set. The set of CHs
operates therefore as routers and forms a virtual backbone for
the ad hoc network. Again, it is easy to see that the proposed
scheme is concerned with one-hop clustering, which defeats
the purpose of WMNs.

In addition to the above-discussed clustering algorithms used
in ad hoc networks, more recent clustering algorithms have also
been proposed in the context of WSNs [14]–[16]. The common
criterion for the selection of CHs with these algorithms is based
on the energy consumption constraint. Instead, efficiently using
the wireless resources is the main concern in WMNs and is cru-
cial to achieve acceptable performance. In this regard, the goal
with our clustering schemes is geared more toward the efficient
use of the scarce wireless resources rather than the reduction
and balancing of the energy consumption.

In the context of WMNs, relevant works on clustering are
[17]–[20]. These works attempt to integrate the WMNs with
the wired backbone. More specifically, [17]–[20] investigated
the well-known problem of gateway placement in WMNs. This
consists of dividing the WMN into a minimum number of dis-
joint macro-clusters, where each macro-cluster is assigned to a
gateway node that connects directly to the wired network. The
objective, therefore, is to minimize the number of deployed ex-
pensive gateways (i.e., number of macro-clusters) required to
connect all APs to the wired network subject to several QoS
constraints such as the gateway capacity, the cluster radius, etc.

In our study, we focus rather on virtual clustering inside each
macro-cluster. Our objective is to divide the macro-cluster into
virtual micro-clusters in order to minimize the RRU cost in the
WMN. Hence, while macro-clustering is performed to mini-
mize the number of required gateways, micro-clustering is per-
formed to optimize the RRU cost in WMNs. Both clustering
approaches are complementary and needed to achieve cost-ef-
fective WMNs.

III. MODEL AND PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

A. Network Model

We represent a WMN by an undirected graph , called
a connectivity graph. Each node represents an AP with a
circular transmission range . The neighborhood of , denoted
by , is the set of nodes residing in its transmission range. A
bidirectional wireless link exists between and every neighbor

and is represented by an edge . The
number of neighbors of a vertex is called the connectivity
degree of , denoted by . The average connectivity degree

of a graph is called the graph degree and is defined by
. Moreover, we denote the distance

between two nodes and as the minimum number of hops
between these nodes.
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In our study, we represent the graph connectivity by a con-
nectivity matrix (i.e., adjacency matrix). The connectivity ma-
trix of is a matrix with rows and columns labeled by the
graph vertices , with a 1 or 0 in position according to
whether and are directly connected or not. We associate
to the connectivity matrix a distance matrix representing the
distance between every pair of nodes in the graph . This ma-
trix is simply derived from the connectivity matrix by using for
instance the dijkstra algorithm.

B. Problem Description

In this paper, we focus on the efficient mobility management
in WMNs by minimizing the RRU cost of a mobile user during
its service. Reducing the RRU per user improves the utilization
efficiency of the WMN resources and thus increases the number
of accepted subscribers to the WMN service.

To achieve this, we use clustering. Three hierarchical levels in
the WMN are identified in this case. At the top of the hierarchy
is the gateway node, which is connected directly to the wired
network for Internet access and serves all the mesh nodes (i.e.,
APs) in the WMN. The second level of hierarchy is the CH,
serving the APs inside the cluster, and the third level is the AP
offering IP-layer connectivity to mobile users located within its
transmission range (i.e., inside the AP subnet).

For mobility management, we define two types of handoffs:
intracluster and intercluster handoffs. An intracluster handoff
occurs when a user moves between two APs that belong to the
same cluster. On the other hand, an intercluster handoff occurs
when a user moves between two APs belonging to different clus-
ters. To maintain connectivity during user mobility, the gateway
keeps a record of the current user cluster (i.e., the current CH’s
identity). Each time the user crosses a cluster boundary (i.e.,
intercluster handoff), it updates the system with its new loca-
tion by sending a registration update message to the gateway
through the CH of the new visited cluster. We call this kind of
registration update GW registration. In contrast, when an intra-
cluster handoff occurs, the update registration message will be
sent only to the current CH and will not be forwarded to the
gateway. This kind of registration is called CH registration.

With regard to data packets, an incoming packet from the
backbone to the mobile user (i.e., downlink traffic) is first inter-
cepted by the gateway. Then, the packet is forwarded to the cur-
rent user CH, which relays the data packet to the corresponding
AP for delivery. In turn, data packets transmitted by the mo-
bile user to the wired network (i.e., uplink traffic) are directly
routed to the gateway, for instance, according to the shortest
path, without requiring to pass through the CH.

The RRU cost of a mobile user involves two terms, i.e., the
first one related to the resources used by the data packets, and
the second term is related to the resources used by the signaling
messages necessary for managing user mobility. We refer to the
first term as the data delivery cost and to the second term as the
registration updates cost.

Clearly, an efficient clustering policy must minimize the sum
of these two terms. It must achieve a balance regarding the
cluster sizes in terms of number of APs. Specifically, a WMN
with small-size clusters will result in an increasing number of
expensive intercluster handoffs instead of low-cost local intra-
cluster handoffs during the user mobility. As such, the registra-

tion updates cost increases. On the other hand, large-size clus-
ters will reduce the number of intercluster handoffs. However,
this will result in an increase of the data delivery cost. In view
of this, the registration updates cost and the packet delivery cost
are two opposite requirements. A tradeoff between these two re-
quirements can be achieved by optimally constructing the clus-
ters while minimizing the RRU cost.

To achieve the above tradeoff, we suggest two clustering
schemes. We first assume that the clusters are static and dis-
joint. In this case, we determine the optimal cluster placement
that minimizes the RRU cost by formulating the placement
problem as an ILP. As an alternative to the static clustering
(i.e., OSC), we propose a distributed algorithm to construct
the virtual clusters. In this case, the clusters may overlap, and
their placement depends on the user mobility (i.e., trajectory).
This method (i.e., DCAM) is introduced to alleviate the long
computing time required to resolve the static clustering ILP
problem. A detailed description of both clustering schemes is
given in the next sections.

In the remainder of this paper, we will compare between the
following networks based on their RRU costs: classical WMN
[i.e., without clustering (WC)] and cluster-enabled networks
using DCA [4] as well as our OSC and DCAM schemes. To
achieve this, both analytical models and simulations are used.

IV. OPTIMAL STATIC CLUSTERING

In this section, we address the optimal placement of clusters
in WMNs using the OSC method. We formulate the clustering
problem as follows. Given a WMN of nodes, find the disjoint
sets of APs (i.e., clusters) that minimizes the total radio resource
utilization subject to the delay constraint. In our study, we as-
sume a multichannel WMN where interfering wireless links op-
erate on different channels, thus enabling multiple parallel trans-
missions. In such a multihop network, the delay is proportional
to the number of hops between the gateway and the receiving
node. The delay constraint is thus translated into an upper bound

on the number of hops that a packet can cross between the
gateway and the AP connecting the mobile user. In other words,
the indirect path between the gateway and the mobile user’s AP
through the current CH must be less or equal to .

A. ILP Formulation

Let be the number of APs. The APs are denoted
by , . We denote by the gateway
(GW) that connects the WMN to the wired network. We intro-
duce a binary variable to indicate whether an is
set up as a CH or not. To represent CHs allocation for APs,
we define another binary variable , which takes the value
of 1 whenever , , is assigned to the CH ,

. is an upper bound on the number of clusters
that can be formed. and represent the average size
of signaling messages used for registration updates and the av-
erage size of data packets, respectively. represents the mean
sojourn time of a mobile user in a subnet (i.e., AP), and is the
downlink packet transmission rate (in terms of packets/s). For
each user inside the WMN, also let its mobility pattern be de-
fined by the process , where repre-
sents the user’s location at time . Given the matrix of distances

between APs, the steady probability that the mobile user
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is located at the physical subnet , and the transition proba-
bility matrix of the process , our objective function will be
to minimize the RRU cost in the WMN. The RRU cost can be
expressed as follows:

(1)

where and
are the proportion of the amount

of signaling messages and the proportion of data packets among
the total traffic generated by a mobile user, respectively. The

can be written as follows:

(2)

where is the cost of the registration updates
when the mobile user leaves the . It is given by

(3)
where is the distance between and

, and denotes the transition prob-
ability from to .

Likewise, the can be expressed as
follows:

(4)

where is the data delivery cost of downlink
traffic when the mobile user is connected to . It is given by

(5)

Note that in our study, we consider only the packet delivery
cost of the downlink traffic. This is because the packet delivery
cost in the uplink direction (i.e., from the mobile user to the
gateway) is the same for all the approaches (i.e., OSC, DCAM,
DCA, and WC) since the shortest path is always used in this
direction. Therefore, we omit this term as it is the same for all
the compared approaches.

Hence, our ILP problem can be formulated as follows with
the objective function:

Condition (a) denotes that each AP is assigned to one and
only one CH. Inequality (b) implies that a CH has to be set up
before being assigned APs. Inequalities (c) and (d) ensure that
the gateway cannot be assigned to another cluster and each CH
belongs to the cluster that it manages. Inequality (e) provides
an upper bound on the number of the constructed clusters that
can be parameterized by the WMN administrator. For instance,
assigning the value of 1 to implies a WMN without clus-
tering. On the other hand, putting implies that all the
APs have the capability to operate as CHs. Inequality (f) tra-
duces the delay constraint. The last two conditions indicate that

and are binary variables.
We will show in Section V-B how to derive the vector and

the transition probability matrix , which are used as input to
our ILP formulation.

In practice, once the clusters are identified by solving the ILP
problem, a Cluster Table at each CH is implemented. The table
associated to a given CH contains the set of APs assigned to
that CH. Each AP also retains the identity of its corresponding
CH. Finally, the mobile user maintains the identity of the CH of
its connecting AP during its movement. Once the mobile user
moves to a new AP, it registers by sending a signaling message
to the new AP containing the identity of its current CH. This reg-
istration message will be forwarded by the new AP to its CH.
Accordingly, the CH achieves either a local registration (i.e.,
only a CH registration if the old and the new CH identities are
the same) or a GW registration by forwarding the received mes-
sage to the gateway.

V. DISTRIBUTED CLUSTERING ALGORITHM

Motivated by the dynamic and distributed nature of the clus-
tering protocol operations, we now propose a distributed clus-
tering policy. This policy is a new alternative to divide the WMN
into clusters while avoiding the time complexity of the static ap-
proach based on the time-consuming ILP problem resolution. In
the following, we present our distributed clustering algorithm
for mesh networks (DCAM). Then, we develop a new analyt-
ical model using Markov chains to evaluate the performance of
DCAM in terms of RRU cost, registration updates cost, packet
delivery cost, and load balancing. The elaborated model will
also be used to derive the performance metrics used as input to
the ILP formulation presented in Section IV (i.e., the vector
and the matrix ).

A. DCAM Algorithm

Like the OSC approach, the DCAM algorithm divides the
WMN into virtual clusters where the mobile user limits its reg-
istration updates within this local area. The mobile user keeps
registering with the current CH instead of the gateway as long
as it moves inside the current virtual cluster. As a distinguishing
key feature, the DCAM clusters are constructed in a distributed
manner and may overlap, as opposed to the disjoint and centrally
calculated OSC clusters. Moreover, the virtual cluster construc-
tion with DCAM depends on the mobile user trajectory. It de-
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Fig. 1. The DCAM clustering scheme. An example of cluster placement in an
hexagon-based regular wireless mesh network with � � � and � � �.
Illustration of the clusters associated to CHs �� and �� .

pends on the relative position of the old and the new APs with
respect to the gateway and on the delay constraint.

Specifically, assume that the maximum tolerable delay in-
side the WMN is , which is expressed in terms of hops.
According to the DCAM approach, each time the mobile user
moves to a new AP, it first compares the length of its indirect
path to the gateway through the current CH with . We refer
to this operation as the delay constraint verification. If this dis-
tance to the gateway is less than or equal to , the mobile
user can register locally to the current CH. Otherwise, it registers
directly to the gateway, and the new AP becomes the CH of the
new cluster. As such, the new AP is considered as being outside
the previous cluster. Moreover, to minimize the signaling cost,
a second condition must be verified. Specifically, a CH registra-
tion is achieved as long as it is cheaper than a GW registration.
Indeed, each time the mobile user moves to a new AP, the latter
compares the signaling cost (in terms of occupied wireless links
by the signaling messages) of a registration update to the CH
with that to the gateway. In other words, once the distance be-
tween the new visited AP and the gateway is less than or equal
to the distance between the new AP and the current CH, a GW
registration is preferred. Thus, the new AP is considered as not
belonging to the previous cluster.

To illustrate the DCAM algorithm, we consider the simple ex-
ample presented in Fig. 1, where a hexagon-based regular wire-
less mesh topology is used. The gateway is placed at the center
of the WMN. The WMN contains the gateway surrounded by
three rings of subnets (i.e., APs). Hence, the radius of the
WMN is 3. We assume that . It is worth noting that

must be at least equal to .
Assume that the mobile user moves from to as de-

picted in Fig. 1. The DCAM algorithm operation can be de-
scribed as follows. The mobile user begins its trajectory at ,
which is set up as the current CH. When the mobile user moves
to , it compares first between the local and gateway registra-
tion costs. Explicitly, the new visited compares its distance
to the current CH (i.e., one hop) with that to the gateway (i.e.,
two hops). In this case, a CH registration is cheaper than the
GW registration. In addition, the delay constraint is respected
as the distance to the gateway through the CH (i.e., two hops) is
less than . Consequently, the mobile user performs a CH
registration. Likewise, the mobile user always achieves a local
registration to the CH (i.e., ) when it moves to , ,

Fig. 2. The DCAM algorithm.

, and as it still fulfills the delay and the CH registra-
tion constraints. In fact, the associated cluster to the CH
is composed of nine APs, as shown in Fig. 1, since these APs
satisfy both conditions.

The condition on the registration updates cost is no longer
verified when the mobile user enters subnet . Hence, the
mobile user registers directly to the gateway, and the new visited

becomes the new CH of the new cluster. In this case, the
new cluster managed by is composed of six APs as shown
in Fig. 1.

We can see that belongs to both clusters managed by
CHs and . Thus, in contrast to the OSC approach, the
clusters are no longer disjoint. Indeed with DCAM, the mobile
user can be attached to different CHs when visiting the .
According to the mobile user trajectory, i.e., the tuple (old AP,
old CH), the new visited AP assigns the new CH to the user.

In our example, when the mobile user visits the subnet man-
aged by with the tuple , it registers to the CH

. The new state of the mobile user becomes .
On the other hand, when the user visits while having

as the current state, it registers to the CH . The
new user state is therefore . This simple example
clearly shows the dynamic and distributed properties of the
DCAM algorithm. More formally, the distributed clustering
algorithm is described by the pseudocode in Fig. 2.

It is important to note that the DCAM process does not re-
quire each CH to be aware of its virtual cluster. The clusters are
indeed not preestablished in advance as with the OSC scheme.
The operations of DCAM are completely distributed and can be
described as follows: 1) The mobile user maintains the informa-
tion about the current CH. 2) Each time the mobile user moves
to a new AP, it notifies the new visited AP with the identity of
the current CH. 3) Based on this information, the new visited
AP verifies whether or not it belongs to the virtual cluster of the
current CH. In other words, it verifies if the delay and registra-
tion cost conditions are still satisfied. 4) If the above conditions
are true, the new visited AP notifies the current CH with the new
mobile user location. Otherwise, the new visited AP registers di-
rectly to the GW and becomes the new mobile user CH. In this
case, the mobile user updates the identity of the CH.

It is worth noting that DCAM needs all the APs to maintain
the information regarding the distances between them. This in-
formation can be either set up statically in advance at each AP,
or discovered and disseminated using a distance vector routing
protocol such as DSDV [21] or AODV [22]. As APs in WMN
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are not mobile components, each one maintains a quasi-static
table containing the distance that separates it from each of the
other APs of the WMN.

This table changes and therefore needs to be recalculated
only when the physical topology changes, notably in cases
of AP failure or when new APs are added. In such cases,
the DCAM algorithm needs only the distance table to be
updated at each AP. Then, each AP automatically identifies
its corresponding virtual cluster when it operates as a CH. In
contrast, using the OSC approach, the optimal placement of the
clusters must be recalculated centrally at the gateway according
to the new topology (i.e., connectivity graph). This operation
is time-consuming and may take from several hours to several
days according to the WMN size. Moreover, the information
regarding the clusters placement must be disseminated to each
AP, which introduces additional signaling cost compared to
the DCAM algorithm. In view of this, the DCAM algorithm
presents several advantages compared to the OSC method from
an operational flexibility point of view.

B. Analytical Model

In this section, we introduce a mathematical model based
on Markov chains to evaluate the performance of the DCAM
method in terms of RRU cost, registration updates cost, data de-
livery cost, and load balancing. The elaborated model will be
also used to derive some performance metrics that are required
as input to the ILP formulation of the OSC method.

Assume an arbitrary meshed wireless network composed of
APs denoted by , where is the

gateway. In our study, we consider a general two-dimensional
(2-D) random walk mobility model. Accordingly, a mobile user
connected to moves to one of the neighboring subnets with
equal probability (i.e., , where is the

connectivity degree). Using these probabilities, we con-
struct the transition probability matrix between pairs
of mesh nodes. This matrix is used as an input parameter to solve
the ILP problem described in the previous section.

Let be the user’s state within the WMN at time defined
by the tuple , where is the current AP and
is the current user’s CH. The sojourn time of a mobile user in
a subnet has a general distribution (not necessarily expo-
nential) with a mean . Moreover, the sojourn times of a mo-
bile user in different subnets are independent and have the same
mean. Since the mobile user evolves as a 2-D random walk, the
process is a homogeneous semi-Markov
process with state space

, where is the set of possible CHs that a mobile
user can register to when it is connected to . In other words,

if and only if belongs to the cluster managed
by , i.e., it satisfies the following relation:

if and only if

and (6)

Recall that denotes the shortest path distance (in terms
of number of hops) between and . Note that the first condi-
tion in (6) ensures a CH registration cost is cheaper than a GW
registration. The second condition ensures that the mobile user
fulfills the delay constraint.

We denote by the successive times of transi-
tions for , and by the successive states visited
between these transitions, i.e., for every ,
if , where . According to [23], the em-
bedded process in the transition instants
of is a discrete-time homogeneous Markov chain with state
space and transition probability matrix denoted by whose
transition probabilities are given below.

In the following, we calculate the transition probability ma-
trix of the process when leaving a generic state .
Let denote the next visited AP by the mobile user (i.e.,

). Hence, the mobile user moves to subnet
with a probability . According to whether

or not belongs to the current cluster managed by the CH
, we can identify the next user’s state.

Specifically, if this is the case (i.e., ), the mobile
user will transit to the state . In this case, the mobile
user performs a local registration to the current CH . Hence-
forth, we denote by the event that [see (6)]. On
the other hand, if is not satisfied (i.e., ), the
mobile user registers to the gateway, and the new AP becomes
the CH of the new cluster. As such, the mobile user transits to
state . Consequently, we have

where (respectively ) is the indicator function of the con-
dition (respectively ), i.e., it is equal to 1 if the condition
(respectively ) is true, and 0 otherwise.

Based on the above analysis, we derive the transition prob-
ability matrix . The Markov chain being irreductible and
aperiodic and the sojourn times of having the same mean, we
have (see, for instance, [23]), for every ,

where is the steady-state distribution of the Markov
chain , which satisfies

and (7)

As such, we get the steady-state probabilities of the process
. It is worth noting that using the vector , we can derive the

steady probability that the mobile user is connected
to the . This vector , is used as an input
parameter in the ILP formulation of the OSC approach. This
vector can be derived as follows, using the steady-state proba-
bilities of the states :

(8)

Building on these results, we evaluate hereafter the perfor-
mance of the DCAM and OSC methods. We will derive first the
RRU cost. To do so, we calculate the data delivery and signaling
costs. Moreover, we derive the load-balancing cost between the
clusters (i.e., CH nodes).

1) Data Delivery Cost: It denotes the wireless link usage in
the WMN by data packets. It is the average number of wireless
links used for packet delivery between the gateway and the cur-
rent serving AP (i.e., in the downlink direction). In both DCAM
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and OSC methods, packets destined to the mobile user have to
pass through the CH due to the clustering process. Hence, the
data delivery cost metric can be written as follows:

(9)

where .
For the OSC method, the data delivery cost can be simply

given by substituting (5) in (4)

(10)

where is given by (8), and is an output of the ILP problem
resolution defined in Section IV.

In the case where clustering is not considered, packets are
delivered using the shortest path between the gateway and the
mobile user. Hence, the data delivery cost is given by

(11)

2) Registration Updates Cost: It denotes the signaling cost
of registration updates when a handoff occurs. It is represen-
tative of the average number of occupied wireless links by the
signaling messages exchanged in the WMN when the mobile
user moves to a new AP. In both DCAM and OSC methods, a
local registration (i.e., CH registration) is required as long as
the mobile user remains in the same cluster. Otherwise, a GW
registration is performed.

Considering the DCAM method, the average registration up-
dates cost when leaving the state to a
state can be written as follows, using
the transition probability matrix :

(12)

where
if
if

with

The total registration updates cost can be thus written as

(13)
Considering the OSC method, the registration updates cost

can be expressed as follows by replacing (3) in (2):

(14)

When the clustering policy is not considered, the registration
updates cost is given by

(15)

where is the cost of registration updates
when the mobile user moves to , which is simply equal
to . Hence, the registration updates cost can be
written as follows:

(16)

It is easy to see that, in the WC case, the registration updates
cost shown in (16) is equal to the data delivery cost shown in
(11). This is simply because both packet delivery and registra-
tion updates are always performed with the same node, which
is the gateway.

3) RRU Cost: It is the radio resource utilization of a WMN
where the profile of its mobile users are characterized by the pair

. measures the average rate of traffic exchanged by each
mobile user, and describes the user mobility in the WMN.
The expression of the for the DCAM, OSC, and
WC cases can be simply obtained by replacing (9) and (13) in
(1), (10) and (14) in (1), and (11) and (16) in (1), respectively.

4) Load-Balancing Cost: We now analyze the load balancing
in the WMN between clusters when clustering technique is used.
We compare the load balancing in the OSC and the DCAM
methods. The load balancing is defined as the variance of the
traffic load handled by the different clusters. It is worth noting
that the lower the variance we get, the more efficient the load
balancing is. We denote by the proportion of traffic han-
dled by the cluster identified by its CH .

can be written as follows according to whether the OSC or
the DCAM approach is considered:

(17)

(18)

Note that according to (17) and (18), if the is a CH;
otherwise . Hence, the number of clusters according
to each clustering scheme is

(19)

(20)

where is the indicator function of the condition . Let
the vector , , be the subset of ,

, representing only the traffic load of the CH APs.
As stated before, the load balancing is defined as the variance
of the variable , . Note that .
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Hence, , and the load balancing between clusters
according to each clustering approach is given by

(21)

(22)

VI. NUMERICAL AND SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate the efficiency of the proposed
clustering algorithms (i.e., OSC and DCAM). Specifically, we
study the gain they introduce compared to the DCA algorithm
[4] as well as to the case where clustering is not used (i.e.,
the WC case), under various mobility and traffic scenarios. The
OSC, DCA, and WC cases are also used as baselines to which
the DCAM improvements are compared. The analysis is based
on both regular and arbitrary meshed topologies. In the first
case, we used a hexagon-based regular wireless mesh topology
as depicted in Fig. 1. Accordingly, the gateway is located at the
center of the WMN and is surrounded by rings of subnets
(i.e., APs). The number of APs in the WMN is therefore

. In our results, we considered different
values of the radius to represent small, medium, and large
WMNs. Specifically, is varied from 1 to 5, i.e., is varied
from 7 to 91. Moreover, the maximum tolerable delay in-
side the WMN is set equal to .

In the second case of study, the performance of OSC, DCAM,
DCA, and WC methods is evaluated using arbitrary meshed
WMNs. Again, we considered different network sizes: 20,
60, and 100 APs, which are representative of small, medium,
and large single-gateway WMNs. Due to space constraints,
we present results only for 20-node WMNs. The APs are
distributed randomly in the network area. Then, based on the
transmission range , the connectivity graph is derived. It is
worth noting that the resulting connectivity graph is considered
only if it is connected, i.e., there is at least a path that connects
each AP to the gateway. Otherwise, we keep generating random
topologies until the graph connectivity condition is satisfied.
Once a valid arbitrary meshed topology is obtained, we can also
modify the connectivity graph by increasing . Obviously,
the resulting graph is always connected, and in doing so, we
increase the average node degree . The rational behind this
is to study the impact of the average node degree on the
evaluated metrics. In our experiments, the maximum tolerable
delay inside the network is set equal to the maximal

TABLE I
QUANTITY OF DOWNLOADED TRAFFIC PER USER PER DAY

distance between the gateway and any AP. In other words,
.

We recall that, in our study, we use a random walk mobility
model. Accordingly, a mobile user connected to moves to
one of the neighboring subnets with equal probability (i.e.,

, where is the connectivity degree).
In our experiments, the sojourn time within an AP subnet
is set equal to 10, 100, or 1000 s to represent very fast, fast, or
slow mobile users, respectively. In addition, we used different
values of to represent different mobile user loads (i.e., light,
moderate, and heavy-traffic mobile user loads). Specifically, the
values of and the associated quantity of downloaded traffic per
user and per day are reported in Table I. To get an estimate from

of the downloaded traffic per user, we assume that the average
packet size is equal to 460 B (see [24]).

Note that in order to evaluate the performance of the different
clustering strategies by simulations and to validate the proposed
analytical model, we both used ns-2 [25] and developed our own
discrete-event simulator. Our simulations are run until a very
narrow 97.5% confidence interval is achieved. Once this objec-
tive is accomplished, the simulations stop automatically. It is
worth noting that to achieve such very narrow confidence in-
tervals, simulations need to be run in certain cases over several
hours up to more than one day, notably when the number of
APs is large. We have noticed also that the simulation results
converge in time to the analytical results, which are obtained
in a few seconds. Hence, in addition to its accuracy and simple
implementation compared to simulations, our elaborated ana-
lytical model enables significant time savings.

In this case, the perfect fit between the simulation and analyt-
ical results can be explained as follows.

• In our analysis, we did not make any assumption regarding
the distributions of the sojourn times of the mobile users
inside different subnets. The sojourn time indeed has a gen-
eral distribution (not necessarily exponential) with a mean

.
• In our study, we considered a multichannel WMN where

interfering wireless links operate on different channels,
thus enabling multiple contentionless parallel trans-
missions. Obviously, frequencies can be reused in the
network by noninterfering links. In such environment
where collisions and interferences between transmissions
over interferer links are avoided, the elaborated analytical
model reflects exactly the real behavior of the WMN. It is
worth noting that in a multichannel environment, interfer-
ence may still exist between interferer links if the number
of available orthogonal channels is insufficient. For ex-
ample, according to the NetX testbed [26], five orthogonal
channels among 12 are only available for use in the IEEE
802.11a standard. One way to ensure an interference-free
environment is to therefore operate with the IEEE 802.16d
or IEEE 802.16e standards, which provide 256 and up
to 2048 orthogonal channels, respectively [27], [28]. A
typical scenario to avoid interference between links in
highly connected networks is indeed to use the IEEE
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TABLE II
COMPUTATION TIMES OF OSC AND DCAM METHODS

802.16 standard (i.e., WIMAX) for the WMN backbone,
and the IEEE 802.11 standard to carry traffic over the last
hop to the user.

For the clarity of the presentation, in the reminder of this
paper, unless otherwise mentioned, the reported curves for
DCAM correspond to results obtained using the analytical
model.

As mentioned before, we will first compare the OSC and
DCAM clustering strategies based on their RRU costs and time
complexities. To get an insight into the computation time needed
by the clustering methods to identify the set of clusters and
their associated CHs, let us consider Table II. The computation
time of the OSC and DCAM methods is calculated for the reg-
ular hexagon-based wireless mesh topology case. These mea-
surements are performed on a PC with 3.2 GHz of CPU and
2.00 GB of RAM. In the table, the network radius is varied
from 1 to 5, which corresponds to a variation of the number of
APs from 7 to 91. The reported results show that the DCAM
algorithm achieves great time saving compared to the OSC ap-
proach, notably when is high. Indeed, the time needed to re-
solve the OSC optimization clustering problem increases dra-
matically with the network size since the number of variables
and equations in the ILP formulation increases exponentially
with . In contrast, with DCAM, the clusters are set up auto-
matically and in a distributed manner according to both condi-
tions regarding the delay constraint and the registration updates
cost [see (6)]. In DCAM, each AP needs only to be aware of the
distance table to identify its virtual cluster when it operates as
a CH. In view of this, the changes in the physical topology are
more efficiently handled by the DCAM strategy since it reacts
much more quickly than the OSC strategy.

Let us now focus on the comparison among the different
strategies based on their optimal RRU costs. This comparison is
achieved using both regular and arbitrary wireless mesh topolo-
gies, large and small networks (i.e., by varying ), low- and
highly connected networks (i.e., by varying as well as the vari-
ance in ), and under various mobile user profiles characterized
by the pair . The results are reported in Figs. 5–7. Before
delving into the exploration of these graphs, let us start by an-
alyzing the results regarding the data delivery and registration
updates costs associated with the derived RRU cost according
to the different strategies. Recall that the RRU cost of a mobile
user is simply a weighted sum of these two terms [see (1)].

A. Data Delivery Cost Results

Fig. 3(a) and (b) show the returned data delivery cost fol-
lowing to the RRU cost minimization according to the different
strategies for both the hexagon-based regular WMN and
20-node random WMN, respectively. Fig. 3(a) plots the data
delivery cost as a function of the network radius , which is
varied between 1 and 5. In Fig. 3(b), the data delivery cost is
plotted as a function of the average node degree .

The first thing to note is that the data delivery cost is insen-
sitive to both the user mobility speed and its traffic load .

Fig. 3. Data delivery cost. (a) Hexagon-based regular WMN. (b) 20-node
random WMN.

Moreover, with DCAM, OSC, and DCA methods, packets des-
tined to the mobile user have to pass through the current CH
before reaching their destination due to the clustering process.
In contrast, when clustering is not considered, packets are de-
livered directly using the shortest path between the gateway and
the mobile user. As such, the data delivery cost is minimal when
clustering is ignored, as depicted in Fig. 3. This cost increases
slightly with DCAM due to the additional cost introduced by the
clustering process. However, we notice that, using the OSC ap-
proach, the data delivery cost does not increase compared to the
WC optimal case although clustering is used. This means that
with the OSC approach, the CH associated to a given is al-
ways chosen to be an AP in the shortest route between the
and the gateway. In this regard, the optimal solution returned
by the ILP resolution and that minimizes the RRU cost in the
OSC case also minimizes the data delivery cost term included
therein. In contrast, the ad hoc clustering algorithm DCA pro-
vides the worst data delivery cost, which confirms that it is not
really appropriate for WMNs.

Finally, we can observe in Fig. 3(a) that the data delivery cost
increases with the network size under all the strategies. This is
because the average distance between the gateway and an AP in-
creases with the network radius . In addition, we can observe
from Fig. 3(b) that the data delivery cost decreases when the
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Fig. 4. Registration updates cost. (a) Hexagon-based regular WMN. (b)
20-node random WMN.

average node degree increases. This is simply because the av-
erage distance between an AP and the gateway decreases with
the increase of . This can also be verified through the varia-
tion of the Moore bound derived in [29], which relates the av-
erage shortest path distance between two nodes in an arbi-
trary meshed network with an average node degree

(23)

B. Registration Updates Cost Results

Fig. 4(a) and (b) plot the obtained registration updates
costs following the RRU minimization when using the regular
hexagon-based and the arbitrary meshed topologies, respec-
tively. Similar to the data delivery cost, the registration updates
cost is insensitive to and .

Fig. 4(a) plots the registration updates cost as a function of
the network radius . We can observe that the WC approach has
the highest registration updates cost due to the required expen-
sive GW registration at every handoff. In this case, the registra-
tion updates cost is equal to the data delivery cost. Indeed, both
packet delivery and registration updates are always performed
with the gateway. Clustering alleviates this issue since some ex-
pensive GW registrations are replaced by low-cost CH regis-
trations. In this regard, the registration updates cost decreases

significantly with OSC and DCAM approaches as well as with
DCA, notably when is large. This is because the difference
in cost between a CH and a GW registration increases with .
Moreover, we can see that the registration updates cost increases
with for all the strategies since the average CH and GW reg-
istration costs increase with the radius .

With regard to the comparison between the OSC and DCAM
approaches, we can see that the DCAM algorithm outperforms
the OSC method in this particular case (i.e., the hexagon-based
regular wireless mesh topology). This is because for mesh
topologies with relatively high connectivity degrees , the
DCAM algorithm provides the lowest registration updates cost
as shown in Fig. 4(b), where we plot the registration updates
cost as a function of the average node degree . Indeed, we can
see in this figure that this metric decreases with for all the
different strategies. This is simply because the average distance
between nodes decreases with .

In addition, Fig. 4(b) shows that the minimal registration up-
dates cost is obtained either by DCAM or OSC schemes ac-
cording to the value of . Specifically, for small and moderate
values of , the OSC method stands out as the best choice; oth-
erwise, for high values of , the DCAM algorithm is the best
choice. For instance, when , the DCAM algorithm pro-
vides the lowest cost when , otherwise the OSC method
gives the best cost. The rational behind this can be explained as
follows. Using the DCAM approach, the cluster size in terms of
number of APs around each CH increases with the average node
degree since more and more APs satisfy the delay and the reg-
istration updates cost constraints shown in (6) with respect to
the considered CH. As such, more and more expensive GW reg-
istrations are replaced by the cheap CH registrations when in-
creases. Hence, the registration updates cost decreases consider-
ably with for the DCAM case as shown in Fig. 4(b). However,
the decrease of this cost with is less significant in the OSC
case since the OSC approach tries to minimize the registration
updates cost without deteriorating the data delivery cost. In this
regard, the gain in terms of registration updates cost for DCAM
over OSC when is high is achieved at the expense of a worse
data delivery cost.

C. RRU Cost Results

In this subsection, we analyze the RRU cost results. To
achieve this, we will proceed as follows. We will first identify
the cases where clustering is useful. Then, when this is the case,
we will compare among the OSC, DCAM, and DCA clustering
approaches.

First, we recall that the RRU cost is simply a weighted sum
of the already discussed data delivery and registration updates
costs. In the WC case, the RRU cost equals the data delivery
cost and the registration updates cost. It is simply the average
length of the shortest paths between each
and the gateway weighted by the probability that the mobile
user is connected to during its movement within the WMN.
Hence, as shown in Figs. 5 and 6, the RRU cost with the WC
approach is insensitive to the mobile user profiles (i.e., and

) and is a constant metric that depends only of the physical
topology (i.e., graph connectivity properties).

In the previous subsections, we have proven that ignoring
clustering enables the lowest data delivery cost. Moreover, we
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Fig. 5. RRU cost in a hexagon-based regular wireless mesh network. (a) Radius � � �. (b) Radius � � �. (c) Radius � � �. (d) Radius � � �.

Fig. 6. RRU cost in a 20-node random wireless mesh network. (a) �� � ���. (b) �� � ���. (c) �� � ���. (d) �� � ���.

have shown that the main aim of clustering is to reduce the regis-
tration updates cost, probably at the expense of a slight increase
of the data delivery cost. Intuitively, when the amount of sig-
naling messages that a mobile user generates due to its mobility
is negligible, i.e., the registration updates cost has a minor im-
pact on the total RRU cost, then clustering is not helpful. In other
words, if , clustering does not provide
any gain. In view of this and as a first main finding, we can see
through Figs. 5 and 6 that when and are high, the WC
approach stands out as the best solution. Clustering becomes
interesting only for small and moderate values of and .
This range of implies short sojourn times of the mobile users
in each AP subnet, which results in frequent handoffs, thus in-
creasing the signaling traffic load. Accordingly, the registration
updates cost is no longer a negligible cost, and thus both OSC
and DCAM achieve a significant gain compared to the WC case.

It is worth noting that the OSC approach always achieves
better results than the WC case. In this context, we point out
that the WC strategy can be seen as a particular case of the OSC
one where the number of clusters is set equal to 1 and where the
gateway is the only CH. In this regard, both strategies exhibit
similar results when and have relatively large values. This
is shown clearly in Figs. 5 and 6 by the asymptotic behavior of
the OSC curves with respect to the WC constant (i.e., horizontal)
one. Obviously, in this range of and , the WC technique is
preferred thanks to its simplicity compared to the OSC method
since they yield similar results.

Let us now focus on the comparison among the OSC, DCAM,
and DCA clustering techniques. Beforehand, let us recall that
OSC provides the optimal RRU cost when the WMN is divided
into disjoint clusters. With DCAM, clusters may overlap. Es-
sentially, the DCAM approach is proposed to alleviate the time
complexity of the OSC approach as proven at the beginning of
this section. In what follows, we will see if DCAM gives also
reasonable results compared to the OSC one.

The first thing to note through Figs. 5 and 6 is that the min-
imal RRU cost is always obtained either by our OSC or DCAM
schemes according to the network graph properties (i.e., net-
work size and average node degree ). Our proposed clus-
tering protocols indeed outperform the DCA scheme, which is
proposed originally for ad hoc networks. Hereafter, we investi-
gate the impact of the WMN topology properties on the relative
performance of the OSC and DCAM strategies.

1) Impact of the Network Size : Fig. 5 shows that the
DCAM approach provides the best RRU cost when the network
size is small or moderate (i.e., cases where and ).
Recall that the DCAM algorithm almost always provides the
lowest registration updates cost as shown in Fig. 4. However,
this is achieved at the expense of a higher data delivery cost com-
pared to the OSC case as depicted in Fig. 3. Hence, the clustering
technique that accomplishes the best tradeoff between the regis-
tration updates and data delivery costs, will provide the lowest
RRU cost. Typically, when the network size is small or mod-
erate, the loss of the DCAM approach over the OSC approach
in terms of data delivery cost is tiny since the distances between
nodes are relatively short. As such, the gain that the DCAM ap-
proach achieves regarding the registration updates cost is pre-
vailing, and thus DCAM provides a better RRU cost.

2) Impact of the Average Node Degree : The same rea-
soning holds when analyzing the impact of the average node
degree . For instance, let us consider Fig. 6, where we have an
arbitrary meshed WMN of nodes. We can observe that
for small values of the average node degree (i.e., and

), the OSC approach provides the best results, and when
gets moderate to high values (i.e., and ), the

DCAM approach is the best solution. Indeed, increasing re-
duces the distances in terms of hops between the mesh nodes.
Hence, the loss of the DCAM algorithm over the OSC approach
in terms of data delivery cost becomes tiny. As a result, the
gain that the DCAM approach achieves regarding the registra-
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Fig. 7. Impact of the variance in the connectivity degree of nodes on the performance metrics of a 20-node random WMN. (a) Data delivery cost. (b) Registration
updates cost. (c) RRU cost.

tion updates cost dominates the loss in terms of data delivery
cost. Thus, DCAM provides a lower RRU cost.

3) Impact of the Variance in the Connectivity Degree of
Nodes: To provide an in depth analysis of the impact of the
network topology on the performance of the different clus-
tering schemes, we also studied the impact of the variance in
the connectivity degree of nodes. This indeed enables a more
meticulous specification of the network topology and therefore
gives more accurate results for the service provider to choose
among the clustering schemes according to its specific network
topology.

To achieve this, given a WMN with a set of static APs, we
varied the variance in the nodes’ connectivity degrees while con-
serving the same resulting average node degree . Obviously,
following each modification in the network topology, we verify
that it is still connected. The results are shown in Fig. 7, where
we considered a 20-node arbitrary meshed WMN. In this case,

and , and the average node degree is main-
tained equal to 6.5. Two main observations can be made. First,
for networks with small variance in the connectivity degree of
nodes, the OSC approach stands out as the best choice for ser-
vice providers with relatively low-connected networks, and the
DCAM approach is the best choice for moderate- and highly
connected networks. Second, increasing the variance in the con-
nectivity degree of nodes favors the OSC scheme. Indeed, the
gain of the OSC approach over the DCAM approach achieved
at the highly connected areas of the network in terms of data de-
livery cost [see Fig. 7(a)] dominates the loss in terms of regis-
tration updates cost [see Fig. 7(b)] notably at the low-connected
areas of the network.

4) Summary of the Results: In summary, we can state that
for the special cases of high values of and , clustering is
not useful. In the remaining ranges of and , clustering
achieves significant gain regarding the radio resource utiliza-
tion. The best cost is always provided either by our OSC or
DCAM strategies thus outperforming the DCA scheme. Specif-
ically, for both small-to-moderate-sized and highly connected
networks, the DCAM clustering approach stands out as the
best clustering solution. For large-sized and low-connected
networks, the OSC clustering technique provides the best RRU
cost. However, such solution is time-consuming and may not
react efficiently to the physical network topology changes

Fig. 8. Load balancing. (a) Hexagon-based regular WMN. (b) 20-node random
WMN.

(AP failure, new AP addition, etc.), as opposed to the DCAM
approach, which adapts instantaneously to network changes.
To conclude, we can see that by relaxing the constraint on the
disjoint clustering, the DCAM approach does not limit its gain
over the OSC approach to the reduction of the computation
time, but it can achieve further gain regarding the RRU cost.
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Fig. 9. RRU cost in a 20-node random WMN using multiple gateways. (a) WMN with two GWs. (b) WMN with three GWs. (c) WMN with four GWs. (d) WMN
with five GWs.

D. Load-Balancing Results

This subsection investigates the resulting load balancing in
the WMN following the utilization of the OSC, DCAM, and
DCA clustering schemes. Fig. 8(a) and 8(b) illustrate the load
balancing for regular hexagon-based and arbitrary meshed
topologies, respectively. Recall that this metric is defined as
the variance of the traffic load handled by the different clusters.
We can observe from these figures that the DCAM algorithm
often provides the lowest load-balancing cost. This is simply
because the number of clusters in the DCAM approach is much
greater than in the OSC and DCA cases. Typically, each AP
can act as a CH in the DCAM case. As such, the traffic is better
distributed and balanced among the network APs. As a result,
the traffic load in DCAM is distributed more efficiently among
the clusters than in the OSC and DCA cases, which reduces the
probability of congestions in the WMN.

So far, this work focused on virtual clustering inside single-
gateway WMNs and can be viewed as a complementary study to
our previous work [20], which addressed the gateway placement
problem. Next, we extend the results to the case of multiple-
gateway WMNs.

E. Extension to the Multiple-Gateway WMN Case

Fig. 9 shows the RRU cost provided by the different clustering
schemes when varying the number of gateways from two to five
in a 20-node random WMN. For instance, when the number
of gateways is set equal to two [Fig. 9(a)], we randomly turn
different pairs of APs into gateways and evaluate the algorithms.
In this particular case, and .

Based on these results, two main observations can be made.
First, our clustering algorithms always achieve significant gain
compared to the DCA and WC cases. The DCAM and OSC
schemes provide comparable results. As such, DCAM repre-
sents a sensible solution for WMNs since it alleviates the time
complexity entailed by the OSC approach. As a second finding,
we can observe that the RRU costs of the different algorithms
decrease with the increase of the number of gateways since, in
doing so, shorter and better paths can be found to connect each
AP to a wired backbone.

It is worth noting that considering the multiple-gateway case,
the OSC ILP formulation and the DCAM Markov-chain-based
model should be changed as follows. The variable
should be replaced by in all the formulations,
where denotes the gateway associated to , typically
the closest gateway to .

F. Results Discussion

Based on the above performance evaluation study, we can see
that clustering is not helpful when the signaling overhead rep-
resents an insignificant portion of the overall exchanged traffic
generated in a WMN, typically for WMNs with slow mobile
users and high data traffic loads. The key question here is: What
does insignificant portion represent?

Figs. 5 and 6 show that clustering is not useful when the mo-
bile user traffic load exceeds 1 (i.e., the mobile user exchange
more than 318 Mbit/s per day) even with relatively fast mobile
users (i.e., the sojourn time within an AP subnet is set equal
to 10 seconds). In such cases, the signaling overhead represents
at most of the total generated traffic, where is
given by (1).

In other words, in the range of and where the resulting
, clustering is not meaningful. On the other hand, we

can see that clustering starts achieving gains when
and , i.e., when the proportion of signaling messages
among the total generated traffic exceeds the threshold 2%.

The question that arises now is whether a threshold of 2%
is reasonable in real deployments? To answer this question, we
can refer to the measurements of user activity on Roofnet [30],
where data is collected by monitoring packets in a 24-h period.
Accordingly, the signaling overhead represents almost 6% of the
total generated traffic. In this range of , using our
clustering schemes achieves significant gain regarding the radio
resource utilization. This demonstrates indeed that clustering
can be a viable solution for wireless mesh networking.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigated the radio resource utilization
efficiency in wireless mesh networks. We proposed two clus-
tering schemes to improve the resource utilization in such net-
works. Based on both analytical models and simulations, we
proved that clustering is not helpful for slow mobile users with
high data traffic loads. In the remaining cases, we demonstrated
that our proposed clustering schemes achieve significant gains.
Specifically, we showed that the distributed clustering algorithm
DCAM stands out as the best solution for both small-to-mod-
erate and highly connected wireless mesh networks, whereas
the optimal static clustering (OSC) scheme is the best solution
for both large and low-connected networks. Finally, we showed
that the DCAM clustering technique handles better the changes
in the physical topology due to AP failures or addition. Typi-
cally, the OSC clustering scheme needs several hours up to days
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to reconfigure the network according to the new optimal dis-
joint-cluster placement as opposed to the instantaneous DCAM
reconfiguration.
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